
Tips & Tricks – November 2, 2020 

Computa8onal Photography 

 As new photography gear emerges each year (half-year!) it is 
becoming clear that there are some dis:nct direc:ons of 
development.  The small ‘point and shoot’ dedicated cameras 
are disappearing, replaced more and more by smartphone 
alterna:ves. DSLR cameras are geEng more compact and 
lighter, while aFemp:ng to keep the advantages of larger 
sensors.  Mirrorless dslrs are gaining ground in offering these 
advantages. 

 The latest release of new smartphones gives more evidence 
as to how they are compe:ng and will con:nue to compete 
in the struggle for beFer performance and image quality.   

 For example, if we look at Apple’s newest Iphone 12 Pro, we 
find talk of ‘neural networks’, ‘Lidar Scanner AR’, ‘Dolby 
Vision HDR video recording’, and ‘Apple ProRaw’. 

 As well as new feats of hardware engineering these 
developments represent a new trend that’s happening in 
soUware development in photography.  Apple ProRaw is an 
aFempt to give more la:tude to the adjustment of image 
characteris:cs to assist the photographer.  Raw images are 
adjusted from the raw data as a sugges:on for what the final 
image will be.  The photographer can reject, modify, or 



accept what the camera soUware has suggested.  Instead of 
taking a raw file capture plus a jpeg, then choosing between 
them as many dslr photographers do, one can deal with the 
one file and perhaps save lots of :me processing images. 

 Similar developments of this kind of assistance are occurring 
in edi:ng programs like Photoshop with its Adobe Sensei 
feature as well. 

 There are voices calling for greater use of this form of ‘AI’ 
assistance in larger dslr cameras as an enhancement.   

 I think it bodes well for both dslr and future smartphone 
development as well as edi:ng soUware.   

 I recommend a visit to www.dpreview.com to see some 
recent discussions of computa:onal photography.  The future 
looks interes:ng and bright in this area.

http://www.dpreview.com

